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                                                                   Transcript  

My name is Shuheng Cheng  . I'm a smart boy ,  I has called been interested of the 1

suspenseful event since I was a child . So those event always are my focus of attention . 4 years 

ago , a lots of news media was disclosed " Death of Elisa Lam " event . When I first time hear 

this event , it's motivated my interest . I was focus this event until now . So I want share this 

story now. 

" Death of Elisa Lam " this event is talk about a Chinese student lived in the Los 

Angeles . One day her behavior was really strangely , following was her be missing news . " The 

body of Elisa Lam, a Canadian student at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, was 

recovered from a water tank atop the Cecil Hotel  in Downtown Los Angeles on February 19, 2

2013. She had been reported missing at the beginning of the month. Maintenance workers at the 

hotel discovered the body when investigating guest complaints of problems with the water 

supply. "  3

Elisa lam was be missing by February 1. 2013 . In an attempt to locate her , the Los 

Angeles police posted a video about her in the hotel's elevator . This video is abnormal . In this 
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 Is a famous hotel in downtown Los Angeles. A lots of accident happened in this hotel.2

 This quote is from Wikipedia to support my summarize3
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video , Elisa lam was pressed all the buttons , and when the elevator's door open she was peeked 

out the hallway . After that she was fled to hallway , few seconds later came back . Her behavior 

was really unsteadily , it's looked like she was hidden herself . When I saw this video I can easily 

to know she was very afraid . 

After two weeks , the Los Angeles police still can not find her. At the same time, a 

lots of the hotel guests were complained their bathroom water pressure low. On the February 19 , 

a hotel employee went to the rooftop to checked water tank . Finally they discovered Elisa's 

body.  4

According to the police said, on one can go to the rooftop without the key, only the 

employee have the key lead to rooftop. Until today, still no one know how she can go in to the 

water tank and how to die .  5

 This news is from my first source4

 This conclusion is still from my first source5
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